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Key Traits of Effective Leaders 
Excellent Interpersonal Skills

Good Communications Skills

High Ethics

Dedication to Lifelong Learning

Committed to Fostering Leadership in Others



Pillar 1:
Leading Change

Competencies
Creativity 
Innovation 
Flexibility 
Resilience 
Initiative 
Self confidence 
Prudent risk-taking 

Pillar 2:
Leading People

Competencies
Conflict management 
Diversity 
Integrity 
Accountability 
Credibility 
High-level communication 
Developing others 
Team building 

Pillar 3:
Leading Strategically

Competencies
External awareness 
Strategic thinking 
Vision 
Customer service 
Decisiveness 
Entrepreneurship 
Problem-solving 

Pillar 4:
Leading Collaboratively

Competencies
Building coalitions 
Political savvy 
Influencing/negotiating 
Fostering relationships 



Communicating Effectively: 
Thinking and Working Style Preferences
Communication and Problem-Solving (Extrovert or Introvert)

Planning                                                        (Sensing or Intuiting)

Decision-Making and Conflict Resolution      (Trusting or Feeling)

Day to Day Working Relationships            (Judging or Perceiving)



Are you leading at your personal best?
Exemplary Leadership Practices
Inspire

Challenge

Enable

Model

Encourage



The Four Competencies of Leadership
Management of Attention

Management of Meaning

Management of Trust 

Management of Self



The Four Competencies of Leadership
Management of Attention
Leaders communicate with a focus of 
commitment; a compelling vision that 
brings others to a place they have not been 
before.
A set of intentions or a vision
A sense of outcome, goal or direction

Management of Meaning
In order to make dreams apparent to 
others, and to align people with them, 
leaders are able to communicate a vision. 
Leaders integrate facts, concepts, and 
anecdotes into meaning and focus.
Leaders get people to understand and 
support goals in a variety of ways.



The Four Competencies of Leadership

Management of Trust
Reliability
Constancy
Focus
Authenticity

People would much rather follow 
individuals they can count on, even when 
they disagree with their viewpoint…

Management of Self
Knowing one’s skills - Deploying them 
effectively. Leaders know themselves; they 
know their strengths and nurture them. 
They also have the ability to accept risk.
Learn from and use something that doesn’t 
go well.
Mistakes are simply another way of doing 
things. They are not viewed as failures but 
simply as the next steps.



Four Portraits of 
Influential Leadership Servant

Catalytic Visionary

Expert

Of Service to 
Others

Has Important 
Insights

Makes A Whole 
Greater Than the Sum 

of Its Parts

Sees What It Could
Look Like
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Generations in the Workforce

Four generations working together
Communication

Technology

Work Effort



Generations in the Workforce

Traditionalists

Baby Boomers

Gen X

Gen Y (Millennials) 



Traditionalists

Career with Single employer

Hardworking 

Respect for Authority

Technology challenged



Baby Boomers

Hardworking

Motivated by perks and prestige

Long work hours

Expect others to put in their dues



Gen X

 Better Educated

 Independent

 Resourceful

 Technology Adept

 Less committed to employer

 Value Work Life Balance



Gen Y (Millennials)

Technology dependant

Challenge seekers 

Team oriented 

Need feedback

Sense of Entitlement

Committed to Employer



Generations in the Workforce

Diverse Multigenerational Teams are valuable

Employees from each generation have something to  
learn from other generations
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Transportation Professional as Advocate

Role as an advocate to advance public policy

Impact on Engineer or Planner’s role as impartial, 
unbiased professional

Can we effectively be leaders at both?



Role as an Advocate



Advocacy vs. Impartiality

It’s a matter of ethics



Relations with the Public
• The member will have due regard for the safety, health and welfare of the public in the 

performance of professional duties.
• The member will endeavor to extend public knowledge and appreciation of the profession 

and its achievements, and will oppose any untrue, unsupported, or exaggerated statements 
regarding the profession.

• The member will not practice, market or promote in a false, misleading, or deceptive manner. 
(1992)

• The member will express an opinion on a professional subject only when it is founded on 
adequate knowledge and honest conviction.

• The member will preface any ex parte statements, criticisms, or arguments issued by clearly 
indicating on whose behalf they are made.

Advocacy vs. Impartiality



Taking the Lead

Leadership

Expertise

Ethics

Advocacy
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Collaboration with other Organizations

Leading and leveraging through partnerships
Engage peer disciplines

Share resources  and leverage opportunities

Recruit talented workforce 



Collaboration with other Organization

Engage peer disciplines
American Planning Association

American Public Works Association

American Society of Civil Engineers

WTS

ITS America



Collaboration with other Organization

Share resources and leverage opportunities
Joint meetings reduce financial exposure of conference 
costs

Chance to educate/collaborate   



Collaboration with other Organization

Recruit talented workforce
Puget Sound Engineering Council

Young Professionals in Transportation
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The Impact of Disruptive Technologies
What are Disruptive Technologies?
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The Impact of Disruptive Technologies

How can Disruptive Technologies affect me?
Changing technology is not a new problem

They will force us to find new way to do the things we’ve 
always done

They will also provide new opportunities



The Impact of Disruptive Technologies
What role should the transportation professional play?
Recognize which technologies are here to stay.

Be responsive to those that are here to stay and accept that it’s ok to just let 
the others pass.

Embrace new technology and find a way to make them work for us.

Identify the ITE members that are leading the way in new technologies and 
seek their help in establishing a leadership position for ITE.

Embrace change, but don’t lose sight of bigger picture goals.
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